Dragon Dice V4.0
Rules Summary
Welcome to Dragon Dice™, where you ROLL TO VICTORY using the dice in your armies to conquer
your foes! This FAQ document supports the new Dragon Dice V4.0 rules and is designed to help players
already familliar with V3.0 smoothly transition their games on to the new rules set.

Note that any page references listed below are in relation to where the rules are located within the V4.0
rule book.

OVERVIEW:
The language use throughout V4.0 has been changed to feel less formal and more informative. The
majority of rules talk to ‘you’ as a reader and player. Some sections move from a first to a third person
narrative in the interest of keeping the rules as easy to follow as possible.
The core rules explanation is written as though players are playing a 2-player game, though obviously
any number of players may play in a game of Dragon Dice. A new section detailing multi-player games
is included later in the rules.
Please note that while this document highlights the majority of major changes in the rules, there may
be a number of smaller changes that have also taken place as a result of the language overhaul in the
rules. Please make sure you reference the V4.0 rules when playing your games.

BASIC TERMS:
Point value (army construction):
Artifacts now cost 3 points. They no longer cost 4 points for the purposes of army construction.
Each icon on an Artifact still counts as four results. Page 5.
The elements:
The Earth element is now referred to as ‘Yellow’, it is no longer referred to as ‘Gold’. Gold only
appears as a color for Medallions. Page 6.
Colors and elements of the races:
Undead are now black only. They are no longer black & ivory. Page 6.
Terrain:
Terrain is the term used for large 8-sided terrain dice. The term Major Terrain is no longer used.
Any reference to terrain is referring to Home or Frontier Terrains. Minor terrains are always
referred to as minor terrains. Page 7.

SETTING UP THE GAME:
Decide Total Force Size:
The agreed total force size may consist of any units a player wishes, there is no longer a limit on
magic capable units or items or Eldarim Champions. Page 9.

Note: The removal of limits on magic capable units or items works in conjuction with the
removal of magic doubling (see later in this document) and the rebalancing of spells to create a
more consistent application of magic in Dragon Dice.

THE TURN SEQUENCE:
The turn sequence has been changed in a number of ways. The process now consists of six phases.
Effects Expire Phase & Eighth Face Phase:
These are now phase one and two of the turn and are no longer a part of the old ‘Beginning
Phase’. The old ‘Racial Abilities Step’ has been removed as all racial abilities with a timing
trigger state when they are applied (see Racial Abilities). The old ‘Effects Expire Step’ at the end
of a turn has been removed as all effects with a duration now expire at the beginning of a 		
player’s turn. Page 12.
First March & Second March:
These are now phases four and five of the turn and are no longer combined as a single ‘Army 		
Phase’. Page 12-14.
Magic:
Doubling of magic has been removed. It is no longer possible to double magic results when
rolling an ID, except for when an army controls an eighth face (see Terrain - Eighth Face).
On point 3, ‘Cast Your Spells’, the following clause has been added for clarification: “If for any
reason the announced target of a spell is no longer present (such as, if killed by another spell),
then you may not select a new target”. Page 14.

Note: Magic doubling has been removed in conjuction with the removal of limits on magic
capable units and items in a total force and a change to eighth face advantages (see Terrain Eighth Face), as well as rebalancing of spell lists to create a more consistent experience of using
magic in Dragon Dice.
Reserves Phase:
This is now phase six of the turn and is no longer the old ‘End Phase’. The old ‘Effects
Expire Step’ has been removed as all effects with a duration now expire at the beginning of a 		
player’s turn. Page 15.

TERRAIN - EIGHTH FACE:
Eighth Face:
Controlling an eighth face grants the controlling army the following advantage:
- When rolling the army, all ID results are doubled.
An eighth face no longer allows the controlling army to double all maneuver and save results.
Page 16.

Note: The change in eighth face advantages makes keeping a hold of an eighth face tougher than
ever. This is particuarly important with regards to the complaint over ‘turtling armies’, where a
player pools their dice in one place to exploit the concentration of results. Traditionally, most
turtling armies aimed to maximise magic output in order to cast large damage-infliciting spells
or summon lots of dragons to terrains. Magic-heavy armies often struggle with save and
maneuver results but the eighth face bonus compensated for this. By allowing only the doubling
of IDs, the effect of the eighth face is spread out more evenly over all types of roll. With magic
(via ID results) only doubled on an eighth face, turtling magic armies have much less impact on
lower terrain values and must fight very hard to retain a captured terrain. The new eighth face
advantage also balances more evenly with the new rules for Minor Terrains (see page 58).
Tower:
The clause, “...ignoring racial abilities.”, has been removed from the tower ruling. Page 16.
Special Terrains:
Special Terrains are now called Advanced Terrains and have been moved to the Advanced Rules
section (page 57) of the rulebook.

DRAGONS:
Types of Dragon:
The clauses on each dragon have been edited to remove the information about what other types
of dragon each dragon will attack/be attacked by. This information is provided in a table format
on Page 18.
Hybrid Dragons:
A Hybrid Dragon breath attack now inflicts an effect of each color of the dragon. This is in line
with the changes made to dragon breath attacks (page 20). The references to unit and army
breath attacks have been removed as a result of this. Page 18.
Dragon Attacks:
The new dragon vs dragon table allows quick reference as to which dragons will attack which
other dragons. While the details here have not changed, this new format makes it much clearer
for players to refrence. Page 19.

Performing The Dragon Attack:
A Dragon Attack now consists of 9 steps. The old 10 step process is no longer used.
The ‘Eldarim defend against the dragon attack’ step has been removed and the interaction of
Eldarim Champions is now explained in the Advanced Rules section (page 62). The first three
steps of the process designate the targets of any dragons attacking and are structured differently
than the old process. Page 19.
Resolve All Breath Attacks:
The rules for dragon breath have been revised (see below). References to Eldarim Champions
have been removed here and the interaction is explained in the Advanced Rules Section (page
62). Note that Dragonslayers and Dragonhunters no longer allow a player to skip this step or
make a player immune to dragon breath. References to army and unit breath effects have been
removed. Page 19.
Dragon Breath:
All dragon breath now kills five-health worth (ten for a white dragon) of units (chosen by the
target’s owner). In addition, each breath has a colored breath effect which is applied.
Against another dragon, breath inflicts five points of damage (ten for a white dragon). The
dragon is then rolled again and the new result applied as well.. There are no longer ‘army’ and
‘unit’ effects of dragon breath. Page 20.

Note: Dragon breath was a common cause of confusion for many players. The new process
combines consistency of damage from dragons with the game’s continued focus on elemental
colors. The new damage + color effect process is both easier to remember and more thematic.

RACIAL ABILITIES:
Racial abilities have had a substantial overhaul with most being altered or replaced. Racial abilities are
now thematically tied to the elemental colors of a race and are ‘activated’ by the presence of a
matching color in a terrain. For example, Coral Elves have one racial ability related to blue (air), which
requires them to be present at a terrain that contains blue and one racial ability related to green (water),
which requires them to be present at a terrain that contains green. If Coral Elves are present at a terrain
containing both green and blue, then they may use both racial abilities.
The rebalancing of racial abilties has huge impact on both the thematic nature of the game and the
overall feel of V4.0.
Rather than discussing them all here, check out page 22-26 and explore them for yourselves, however a
couple of points need noting as they differ from the information given above.
Doubling:
Effects that double results have been drastically reduced in the game in the interest of game
balance. There are no longer any racial abilities that allow results to be doubled.

Black (Death) and Racial Abilities:
As black does not appear as a terrain color, races with black as one of their colors have thematic
abilities which grow in power as the number of units in that player’s DUA increases. These
abilities are scaled on the size of the game, with their upper limit increasing as the maximum
force size increases, much like calculating how many dragons you are required to bring to a
game. Page 22.
Amazons:
As Amazons do not contain any elemental colors, their abilties work slightly differently than
those of other races. Amazons are now able to forfeit their maneuver attempt during a march to
use either Kukri Charge or Javelin Charge - allowing them to convert their maneuver results
into either missile or melee results during their action. As this does not have a terrain color
limitation it allows Amazons greater flexibiltiy than other races.
Amazons new ‘Terrain Harmony’, replaces the old ‘No Elements’ racial ability which no longer
applies. The clause regarding their magic doubling at Standing Stones has been removed as it is
no longer applicable. Page 22.
Eldarim:
As Eldarim have all five elemental colors available to them, their racial abilities work slightly
differently than those of other races. Eldarim are focused on Dragonkin and their racial abilities
allow them to recruit or promote Dragonkin each turn, providing that Dragonkin matches at
least one color of the terrain where it is recuited or promoted. Their old ‘Sacrifice Dragonkin’
racial ability no longer applies.
While Eldarim are not part of the Advanced Rules section of the book, players should be advised
that both Dragonkin (page 55) and Eldarim Champions (page 62) are. Page 23.

RULES REFERENCES:
Die Roll Resolution:
Die Roll Resolution now consists of 9 steps which details how each roll should be calculated and
what order any applicable modifiers should be applied. The old process for this and ‘Calculate
Roll Results’ are no longer applicable. Page 28.
The Order of Modifiers:
Modifers that multiply are now applied after results from SAIs are counted, not before. ‘Terrain
Effects’ and ‘Racial Abilities’ no longer have their own steps.
All modifers in the game are now considered to fall into one of 4 categories - divide, subtract,
multiply or add. ‘Counts As’ results no longer have their own step, such results are now
considered to be a modifier that adds and are applied in step 9. Page 28.

Note: The move in position of modifiers that multiply to be after SAI generated results was done
in line with the substantial reduction of effects in the game which allow the doubling of results
and provides a far more balanced use of modifiers.

Roll Modifiers:
No roll may ever have two modifers that divide applied to the same type of result, nor may it
have two modifiers that multiply applied to the same type of result. Effectively, you may no
longer double a double or halve a half.
Also, when results are reduced due to negative modifiers, any ID results that were rolled are
the last results that are removed by those modifiers. Page 29.
Combination Rolls:
Combination rolls have been explained in greater detail. While the rules have not changed
since V3, some of the more complex interactions are explained to allow greater clarity. Page 29.
Damage vs Killed:
It is now clarified that ‘killed’ means dead with no save allowed. The term ‘killed with no save
allowed’ is no longer used in the rules. A unit/army either suffers damage (with or without a
save allowed) or is killed by an effect. Page 30.

SPECIAL ACTION ICONS (SAIs):
The use of X:
‘X’ is now a specific mechanic of SAIs and is not used anywhere else within Dragon Dice V4.0.
As previously, X represents a value based on that die’s health or points value. Although
Artifacts now only cost 3 points to include in an army, their X value is still 4. If an SAI
description does not contain X, then the SAI just does exactly what is stated, Page 32.
Application:
There are now nine classifications for the applicable rolls of SAIs. This is to clarify a number
of SAIs which fell outside the lines of the old format and were not fully explained.
‘Non-Maneuver’, ‘Individual’ and ‘Special’ have been added, along wth descriptions of each.
Page 32.
The wording of SAI descriptions has been adjusted throughout for consistancy (uses of attack, action
etc) in formatting. Please refer to the new list of SAIs for full details, however a few notable changes
are:
Bullseye:
This SAI now has an additional ‘roll this unit again and apply the new result as well’ clause
(missile action only). Page 33.
Cantrip:
Cantrip results may now be combined. Add all your Cantrip results together to work out how
many points of magic you may spend. However, only spells marked with ‘Cantrip’ in the spell
lists may be cast using magic points from a Cantrip. Page 34.
Choke:
Clause added to verify timing of the SAIs resolution. Page 34.

Cloak:
Cloak no longer generates magic results during a melee or missile action. Cloak generates
normal saves during a save roll or dragon attack, ‘magical saves’ no longer exist in Dragon Dice,
though certain other effects in the game refer to ‘saves generated by spells’. Page 34.
Coil:
Damage inflicted by the target of coil to the coiling unit may no longer be saved against.
Page 34.
Counter:
‘Only magical save results reduce this damage’ has been replaced with, ‘only save results
generated by spells may reduce this damage’. Page 35.
Decapitate:
Clause added to verify timing of the SAIs resolution. Page 35.
Double Strike:
Double Strike has a new set of rules, which changes it’s effect and does not use X. Double Strike
now works in a similar way as Bullseye, but during a melee action. Page 36.
Entangle:
Entangle now kills units immediately, it no longer prevents them from being rolled and killed
when the effect expires. Page 35.
Frost Breath:
Frost Breath may target any army at the same terrain, it no longer targets only the defending
army. Page 37.
Gore:
During a dragon attack, Gore now generates four melee results. Page 38.
Hypnotic Glare:
The effect now expires at the beginning of your next turn. Clause added to verify timing of the
SAIs resolution. Page 38.
Impale:
Clause added to verify timing of the SAIs resolution. Page 39.
Net:
Rules for Net have been amended with “... or leave the terrain they currently occupy until the
beginning of your next turn. Net does nothing during a missile attack targeting an opponent’s
Reserve Army from a Tower on it’s eighth face.” Page 39.
Rise From the Ashes:
Clause added to verify that if an effect kills & buries the unit with this SAI they may roll twice,
once for the kill and once for the burial effect. Page 40.

Roar:
Clause added to verify “...before the defending army rolls for saves”. Page 40.
Seize:
Seize now also applies during a melee roll. Page 40.
Sleep:
The duration and effect of Sleep has been changed to, “or leave the terrain they currently occupy
until the beginning of your next turn.”, following the removal of the end of turn effects expiry
step. Page 41.
Stone:
Stone now also applies during a melee roll. Page 41.
Summon Dragon:
Summon Dragon may now be used to summon an Ivory Dragon. In addition, when rolled in
reserves, Summon Dragon generates magic results, it no longer requires you to re-roll the die.
Page 42.
Trumpet:
Trumpet now also applies during a dragon attack. Page 43.
Web:
Rules for Web have been amended with “... or leave the terrain they currently occupy until the
beginning of your next turn. Web does nothing during a missile attack targeting an opponent’s
Reserve Army from a Tower on it’s eighth face.” Page 44.

SPELLS:
Much like racial abilities, spells have undergone a large amount of tweaking and balancing in line with
other important changes in the game such as the removal of magic doubling, removal of the end of turn
effect exipry step.
Many spells have the same fundamental rules from V3, but their expiry may have changed (following
the removal of the end of turn expiry step) or the number of results/points of damage/etc may have
changed. In all cases, check through the spell list carefully.
As many spells have been tweaked, we won’t discuss all of them here, instead look through pages 455- 2 and explore them for yourselves. There are a few points that should be noted though:
‘Cantrip’ Spells:
Any spell that may be cast using results from the Cantrip SAI is noted with an X in the ‘C’ (for
Cantrip) column. Page 45.
Casting Spells From Reserves:
Any spell that may be cast from the Reserves Area is noted with an X in the ‘R’ (for reserves)
column. Page 45.
Cumulative Effects:
Spells in Dragon Dice now use a cumulative effect system. Many spells generate results,
inflict damage or target a number of units and players have a choice when spending magic points
to either cast a spell multiple times, resolving and applying it’s effects one by one, or to cast a
single cumulative spell with a greater effect.
Any spell with a cumulative effect is noted by having the cumulative number highlighted, for 		
example, one. Page 46.

Note: This new way of handling the multiple casting of spells to make magic more balanced and
dynamic than ever. Combined with the new spells available, we believe that the magical aspect
to a game of Dragon Dice is now... well... magical!
Spell Lists:
Spell lists are still organised by color, however they now follow a more rigid system...
- Each of the five colors has three basic spells; costing 2, 4 and 6 points to cast
- Each race has two racial spells, one for each color they represent; costing 3 and 5 points to 		
cast.
- Exceptions to this rule are:
		
- Undead, who have 4 black spells. More spell options in keeping with their thematic 		
		
nature.
		
- Amazon & Eldarim, who have two elemental spells each.
This new structure ensures that all races have spells at the 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 cost values and that
those spells are evenly distributed. Like racial abilities, effort has been made to make spells
more thematic to each race.

Resurrect Dead:
This benchmark spell now requires the color of magic to match at least one color of unit(s) being
resurrected. Magic of any one single color may be used to resurrect Amazon units. You may no 		
longer use a mix of any colors to resurrect units. Page 52.

MULTI-PLAYER GAMES:
A new section has been added to the rules detailing the changes made during setup to play a
multi-player game. Including this section in the rules helps clarify a number of points about playing
games with larger player counts and allows the core mechanics throughout the rules to be explained in
a 2-player format. While no changes have been made to how multi-player games are played, it is now
easier than ever to access the information regarding them. Page 53.

Advanced Rules:
A number of rules have been moved from the core of the rulebook and added to the new Advanced
Rules section. These rules represent dice that are a little more complex to use and more suitable for
veteran Dragon Dicers. It is required that all players agree to the inclusion of any or all these rules
before deciding total force sizes. Page 55.

DRAGONKIN:
Automatic Saves:
For the purposes of Die Roll Resolution, a Dragonkin’s automatic saves are now considered a
modifier that adds, and so are applied in step 9 with other modifers that add. Page 55.
Killed & Buried:
Dragonkin may now be buried by any effect that causes a unit to be killed & buried. They
create an exception from the usual flow of passing through the DUA when this happens and are
instead moved directly to the BUA. As a Dragonkin never enters the DUA, any effects that target
and bury units in the DUA may still not target Dragonkin units. Page 55.

ADVANCED TERRAINS:
Dragon’s Lair:
A Dragon’s Lair may now be used to summon an Ivory or Ivory Hybrid Dragon. Page 57.
Grove:
A grove may now move a Dragonkin Unit or Minor Terrain from your BUA to your summoning
pool, or an Item from your BUA to the army controlling the Grove. The grove can also still move
a non-dragonkin unit from any players BUA to their DUA. Page 57.

MINOR TERRAINS:
While the results on the dice faces remain the same, the mechanics surrounding Minor Terrains has
changed. We set out to make Minor Terrains a less random and more strategic element of the game
which offer high reward at the cost of high risk.
Army Construction:
A player may bring a maxium of one Minor Terrain for each terrain in the game plus one, so in a
2-player game, a player may bring a maximum of four. In a 3-player game, it would be five.
Page 58.
Keeping a Minor Terrain in Play:
A Minor Terrain’s result (excluding disasters) may be kept as the active bonus. Each time the
army controlling the Minor Terrain takes a march, that army must either forfeit its maneuver
again to keep the face which is showing, or roll the Minor Terrain again and apply its new result.
Page 58.
Racial Abilities:
A Minor Terrain’s colors are available to the controlling army as if they were part of the terrain 		
for the purposes of Racial Abilities. Page 58.
Removing a Minor Terrain from Play:
Any Minor Terrain which is removed from play is moved to its owner’s BUA. They are no longer
moved back to a player’s summoning pool. Minor Terrains should therefore be viewed as a
limited resource. Additonally, a player may forfeit a maneuver attempt to remove a Minor Terrain
they have in play, so they can bring a different one into play the following turn. Page 58.
Deadlands:
Black Minor Terrains are now called Deadlands. A Deadlands Minor Terrain may be bought into
play at any terrain regardless of its color. Deadlands enhance the potency of ‘black’ racial
abilities that are dependant on the number of units in a player’s DUA by counting as an
additional unit in that DUA. It is therefore possible to use those racial abilities without having
any units removed from the field of battle by having Deadlands in play. There are no longer any
Ivory Minor Terrains in the game. Page 59.

Double Maneuvers & Double Saves:
These faces on Minor Terrains now allow the doubling of ID results when making these types of
rolls, they no longer allow the doubling of all Maneuver and Save results. Page 59.
Disasters:
All disasters now cause the Minor Terrain to be buried when it leaves play. Page 59.

ITEMS, ARTIFACTS & MEDALLIONS:
Point Value (army construction):
Artifacts now cost 3 points. They no longer cost 4 points for the purposes of army construction.
Each icon on an Artifact still counts as four results. Page 60.
Carrying Items:
Each unit may now carry and use up to two items or artifacts. Page 60.
Carrying Medallions:
Each Medallion now counts as two items for the purposes of carrying items. Page 61.
Silver Medallion:
The Silver Medallion SAI now allows additional options when rolled. As well as the previous
options, a player may now instead move a Minor Terrain from their BUA to their summoning
pool or, summon or promote one health-worth of Dragonkin to the army carrying the
medallion. Page 61.
Gold Medallion SAI:
The option to move a unit from your BUA to your DUA is no longer applicable to this SAI.
Page 61.

ELDARIM CHAMPIONS:
Army Construction:
There are no longer any limits on the number of Eldarim Champions that a player may include 		
when constructing their army. The old limits on all Eldarim Champions have been removed.
Page 62.
Dragonslayer/Dragonhunter:
The rules that prevented promotions when an army containing a Dragonslayer or Dragonhunter
kill a dragon have been removed, along with the immunity to dragon breath that this unit used
to bring. There are no longer any specific rules (besides their SAI) relating to Dragonslayers or
Dragonhunters. Page 62.
Dragoncrusader:
The rule that stopped a Dragon Crusader rolling in response to a dragon attack when it controls
a White Dragon has been removed. There are no longer any specific rules (besides their SAI)
relating to Dragoncrusaders. Page 62.
Tame a Dragon SAI:
This SAI now takes effect if rolled in response to a dragon attack. It is no longer a ‘roll this die
when a dragon attacks this army’ type effect. Any non-breath damage the dragon rolled is
ignored (breath will have already been resolved by this point). The list of what causes a dragon
to become untamed has been amended. Page 63.
Slay a Dragon SAI:
This SAI now takes effect if rolled in response to a dragon attack. It is no longer a ‘roll this die
when a dragon attacks this army’ type effect. Any non-breath damage the dragon rolled is
ignored (breath will have already been resolved by this point).
The rules for this SAI have been updated: Any dragon slain by this SAI is removed from the
game entirely. Page 64.
Control a Dragon SAI:
This SAI now takes effect if rolled in response to a dragon attack. It is no longer a ‘roll this die
when a dragon attacks this army’ type effect. Any non-breath damage the dragon rolled is
ignored (breath will have already been resolved by this point).
The rules for this SAI have been updated: A controller of a dragon may have it not roll at all or
attack any other dragon at the same terrain. If another dragon attacks the controller’s army, roll
the controlled dragon and add any damage it inflicts to the melee results of the army, ignoring
any Wings results. A list of what causes a dragon to become uncontrolled has been added.
Page 65.

KING’S DIE:
The King’s Die is not supported by Dragon Dice V4.0. It takes the crown for being the first die to 		
be officialy discontinued.

RACIAL REFERENCE SHEETS:
The new Racial Reference Sheets section replaces the old ‘Die Reference Section’ and provides a 2-page
(double sided) reference sheet for each race that details that races icons, racial abilities, available spells
and applicable SAIs. We hope that these reference sheets will make your games of Dragon Dice a
smoother experience. Page 67.
A reference list of Item, Artifact, Medallion and Dragonkin icons are also included at the end of the
section for quick reference. Page 94.

For more information of Dragon Dice™, including the latest rules, new releases, and Dragon Dice™ events, visit us on the web at http://
www.sfr-inc.com
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